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Datenbanktechnolog¡e

Topic: Vector operat¡ons computat¡on ¡n MonetDB using LAPACK

The goal of this project is to delegate the computation of simple veclor operation from MonetDB

to LAPACK library.

MonetDB is a popular column-oriented system. Thus, the execution tree of a query is mapped

to BAT (internal MonetDB data structure for attributes) algebra, which consists of a set of

vector operations. For example, the expression "x+y" from the following query Q corresponds

to vector addition (t is a table with two numeric attributes - x and y):

Q: "SELECT ¡¡ + y fron t;rl

The work includes the following tasks:

1. Download and compile for Ubuntu the last version of MonetDB system.

2. Study the execution level of the system:

. Study the MAL plan creation on the example of JOIN operation

. Understand the MAL plan and the execution (used MAL instructions and func-

tions) of the query Q.

3. lnclude LAPACK (LAPACKE interface) library into a compilation process of MonetDB.

4. Replace the internal MonetDB function of vector addition with an external function which

calls LAPACK library instead. The data (input vectors) should be copied.

5. Evaluate the overhead of data copying: compare the run times of internal execution (the

data is processed inside MonetDB) and partially external execution (vector operation is
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delegated to LAPACK) of Q on the example of tables with different numbers of rows

(1 000, 1 0000, 1 000000).

Optionalpart

. Replace the internal MonetDB function of vector addition with an external function which

calls LAPACK library instead. The data must be passed to LAPACK functions without

copying.

. Compare the efficiency of internal execution of Q and external (without copying) execu-

t¡on on the example of tables with different numbers of rows (1000, 10000, 1000000).
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